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Introduction and Main results
In this article, we consider the following nonlinear system with perturbations involving pfractional Laplacian (P ) (−∆) s p u + a 1 (x)u|u| p−2 = α(|x| −µ * |u| q )|u| q−2 u + β(|x| −µ * |v| q )|u| q−2 u + f 1 (x) in R n ,
where p ≥ 2, s ∈ (0, 1), n > sp, µ ∈ (0, n), is degenerate when p > 2 and singular when 1 < p < 2. For more details and motivations and the function spaces W s,p (Ω), we refer to [8, 15] . Researchers are paying a lot of attention to the study of fractional and non-local operators of elliptic type due to concrete real world applications in finance, thin obstacle problem, optimization, quasi-geostrophic flow etc. The eigenvalue problem involving p-fractional Laplace equations has been extensively studied in [6, 7, 28, 32] . The Brezis Nirenberg type problem involving p-fractional Laplacian has been studied in [29] whereas existence has been investigated via Morse theory in [30] . Problems involving p-fractional Laplacian has been studied in [24, 25] using Nehari manifold. A vast amount of literature can be found for the case p = 2, i.e., fractional Laplacian (−∆) s , which are contributed in recent years. Some of them includes work of Servadei and Valdinoci in [40, 41, 42] on bounded domains.
The study of fractional Schrödinger equations has attracted the attention of many researchers now a days. Frölich et al. studied nonlinear Hartree equations in [17, 18] . In the nonlocal case, using variational methods and the Ljusternik Schnirelmann category theory, Lü and Xu [33] proved existence and multiplicity for the equation
where ǫ > 0 is a parameter, 0 < s < 1, N > 2s, V (x) is a continuous potential, and W α (x) is the Riesz potential. Wu in [50] proved the existence of standing waves by studying the related constrained minimization problems via the concentration-compactness principle for the following nonlinear fractional Schrödinger equations with Hartree type nonlinearity
where 0 < α < 1, 0 < γ < 2α and ψ(x, t) is a complex-valued function on R d × R, d ≥ 1. Some recent works on Schödinger equations with fractional Laplacian equation includes [14, 19, 39, 43] with no attempt to provide a complete list. Existence of solutions for the equation of the type −∆u + w(x)u = (I α * |u| p )|u| p−2 u in R n , where w(x) is appropriate function, I α is Reisz potential and p > 1 is chosen appropriately, have been studied in [2, 13, 22, 35, 49] . Very recently, Ghimenti, Moroz and Schaftingen [21] proved the existence of least action nodal solution for the above problem taking w ≡ 1 and p = 2. Alves, Figueiredo and Yang [1] proved existence of a nontrivial solution via penalization method for the following Choquard equation
where 0 < µ < N, N = 3, V is a continuous real function and F is the primitive function of f . Alves and Yang also studied quasilinear Choquard equation in [3, 4, 5] . For more study, we also refer [36, 37, 38] to the readers.
System of elliptic equations involving fractional Laplacian and homogeneous nonlinearity has been studied in [23, 27] and p-fractional elliptic systems has been studied in [10, 11] using Nehari manifold techniques. Very recently, Guo et al. [26] studied a nonlocal system involving fractional Sobolev critical exponent and fractional Laplacian. There are not many results on elliptic systems with non-homogeneous nonlinearities in the literature. We also cite [12, 16, 34, 48] as some very recent works on the study of fractional elliptic systems.
Our work is motivated by the work of Tarantello [46] where author used the structure of associated Nehari manifold to obtian the multiplicity of solutions for the following nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem on bounded domain Ω
Concerning the nonhomogeneous system, Wang et. al [49] studied the problem (P ) in the local case s = 1 and obtained a partial multiplicity results. In this paper, we improve their results and show the multiplicity results for f 1 and f 2 satisfying a weaker assumption (1.1) below. We also cite [51] where multiplicity of positive solutions for nonhomogeneous Choquard equation has been shown using Nehari manifold. We need the following function spaces: Let us consider the Banach space
R n a i (x)|u| p dx < +∞ equipped with the norm
We define the product space Y = Y 1 × Y 2 which forms a Banach space with the norm
for all (u, v) ∈ Y . Throughout this paper, we assume the following condition on a i , for i = 1, 2
Then under the condition (A) on a i , for i = 1, 2, we get
. To obtain our result, we assume the following condition on perturbation terms:
It is easy to see that
So (1.1) implies that
which we will use more frequently rather than our actual assumption (1.1). The importance of the assumption (1.1) instead of (1.2) can be felt in Lemma 3.5. If f 1 , f 2 = 0, then we always have a solution for (P ) that is the trivial solution. Now, the main results of this paper goes as follows.
has a weak solution which is a local minimum of J on Y . Moreover if f 1 , f 2 ≥ 0 then this solution is a nonnegative weak solution. This article is organized as follows: In section 2, we set up our function space where our weak solution lies and recall some important results especially the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality. In section 3, we analyze fibering maps while defining the Nehari manifold and show that minimization of energy functional on suitable subsets of Nehari manifold gives us the weak solution to (P ). We study the Palais Smale sequences in section 4. Finally, we prove our main theorem in section 5.
Preliminary results
In this section, we state some important known results which will be used as tools to prove our main results. The key inequality is the following classical Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality [31] .
Proposition 2.1 (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality) Let t, r > 1 and 0 < µ < n with 1/t + µ/n + 1/r = 2, f ∈ L t (R n ) and h ∈ L r (R n ). There exists a sharp constant C(t, n, µ, r), independent of f, h such that
Remark 2.2 In general, let f = h = |u| q then by Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality we get,
Since we will be working in the space W 
We define
Here, q l and q u are known as lower and upper critical exponents. We constrain our study only when
Next result is a basic inequality whose proof can be worked out in similar manner as proof of Proposition 3.2(3.3) of [20] .
, where µ ∈ (0, n) and q ∈ [q l , q u ].
We now prove following lemma which is a version of concentration compactness principle proved in Lemma 2.18 of [44] .
where R > 0 and B R (y) denotes the ball centered at y with radius R.
Proof. We prove the result for i = 1 and for i = 2, it follows similarly. Let r ∈ (p, p * s ), y ∈ R n and R > 0. By using Hölder inequality, for each k we get
,
We choose a family of balls {B R (y i )} where their union covers R n and are such that each point of R n is contained in atmost m such balls (where m is a prescribed integer). Now summing (2.1) over this family, we obtain
.
Using continuous embedding of Y 1 in L p * s (R n ) and our hypothesis, we get
The following is a compactness result for the space Y i , i = 1, 2 which will be used further in our work.
Proof. We prove it for Y 1 and for Y 2 , it follows analogously. Let {u k } ⊂ Y 1 be a bounded sequence, upto a subsequence, we may assume that u k ⇀ u 0 weakly in
. We claim that for each ǫ > 0, there exist R > 0 such that
If this holds then
To prove our claim, let us fix ǫ > 0 and choose constants M, C > 0 such that
and C ≥ sup
Let r ′ be such that 1/r + 1/r ′ = 1. Now condition (A) implies for R > 0 large enough,
Also using Hölder's inequality, we get
Therefore we can write
. This establishes the proof. For our convenience, if u, φ ∈ W s,p (R n ), we use the notation u, φ to denote
Definition 2.6 A pair of functions (u, v) ∈ Y is said to be a weak solution to (P ) if
Thus we define the energy functional corresponding to (P ) as
It is clear that weak solutions to (P ) are critical points of J. We have the following symmetric property
Therefore J can be written as
In the context of Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality i.e. Proposition 2.1, we get
2), Lemma 2.3 and
, we conclude that J is well defined. Moreover, it can be shown that J ∈ C 2 (Y, R).
Notations:
Nehari manifold and Fibering map analysis
To find the critical points of J, we constraint our functional J on the Nehari manifold
Clearly, every nontrivial weak solution to (P ) belongs to N . Denote I(u, v) = (J ′ (u, v), (u, v)) and subdivide the set N into three sets as follows:
Then N 0 contains the element (0, 0) and N + ∪ N 0 and N − ∪ N 0 are closed subsets of Y . In the due course of this paper, we will subsequently give reason to divide N into above subsets. For (u, v) ∈ Y , we define the fibering map ϕ : (0, ∞) → R as
This gives
It is easy to see that (tu, tv) ∈ N if and only if ϕ ′ (t) = 0, for t > 0 i.e
Also, we can check that for (tu, tv) ∈ N , (I ′ (tu, tv), (tu, tv)) > or < 0 if and only if ϕ ′′ (t) > or < 0 respectively. Therefore, N + , N − and N 0 can also be written as
, then J is coercive and bounded below on N . Hence J is bounded below on N + and N − .
Using this we obtain
where S q,i denotes the best constant for the embedding Y ֒→ L q (R n ), i = 1, 2. This implies that J is coercive and bounded below on N . Thus it is natural to consider a minimization problem on N or its subsets. We fix (u, v) ∈ Y and define
Then ϕ ′ (t) = 0 iff m(t) = K. Since p 2n−µ n < 2q and 2n−µ n > 1, we get p < 2q which implies lim t→+∞ m(t) = −∞. Also lim t→0 m(t) = 0 and it is easy to check that
is a point of global maximum for m(t). For t > 0 small enough, m(t) > 0. Altogether, this implies that if we choose K > 0 sufficiently small then m(t) = K is satisfied in such a way that ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has two positive solutions t 1 , t 2 such that 0 < t 1 < t 0 < t 2 . Then according to the sign of ϕ ′′ (t 1 ) and ϕ ′′ (t 2 ), we decide in which subset(i.e N + , N − , N 0 ) they lie. Hence the sets N + , N − and N 0 contains the point of local maximum, local minimum and point of inflexion of the fibering maps. We end this section with the following two results.
Proof. To prove that N 0 = {(0, 0)}, we need to show that for (u, v) ∈ Y \ {(0, 0)}, ϕ(t) has no critical point which is a saddle point. Let (u, v) ∈ Y \ {(0, 0)}. From above analysis, we know that m(t) has unique point of global maximum at t 0 and
From the analysis of the map m(t) done above, we get that if 0 < K < m(t 0 ), then ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has exactly two roots t 1 , t 2 such that 0 < t 1 < t 0 < t 2 and if K ≤ 0 then ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has only one root t 3 such that t 3 > t 0 . Since
As a consequence, N ± = ∅. We saw that for any sign of K, critical point of ϕ(t) is either a point of local maximum or local minimum which implies N 0 = {(0, 0)}. It remains to show that 0 < K < m(t 0 ) holds. But that is clearly implied by the condition (1.1) which we have already assumed. This completes the proof. for (u, v) ∈ N − , then (û,v) = 1. Let us consider the fibering map ϕ(t) corresponding to (û,v). From proof of Lemma 3.2, we get that if K ≤ 0 then ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has exactly one root t 3 > t 0 such that (t 3û , t 3v ) ∈ N − . If (t 3û , t 3v ) = (u, v) ∈ N − , then t 3 = (u, v) . Also, if 0 < K < m(t 0 ) then ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has exactly two roots t 1 , t 2 satisfying t 1 < t 0 < t 2 such that (t 1û , t 1v ) ∈ N + and (t 2û , t 2v ) ∈ N − . Hence if (t 2û , t 2v ) = (u, v) ∈ N − then t 2 = (u,
2n−µ ∈ (p, p * s ) and (û,v) = 1, we get that
where C 1 , C 2 > 0 are constants independent ofû andv. This implies L is bounded above on the unit sphere of Y . Since û,v = 1, from definition of t 0 it follows that 
If the infimum in the above two equations are achieved, then we can show that they form a weak solution of our problem (P ).
Lemma 3.4 Let (u 1 , v 1 ) and (u 2 , v 2 ) are minimizers of J on N + and N − respectively. Then (u 1 , v 1 ) and (u 2 , v 2 ) are nontrivial weak solutions of (P ).
Proof.
. Using Theorem 4.1.1 of [9] we deduce that there exists Lagrangian multiplier λ ∈ R such that
is a nontrivial weak solution of (P ). Similarly, we can prove that if
is also a nontrivial weak solution of (P ). Our next result is an observation regarding the minimizers Υ + and Υ − .
Proof. Let (u, v) ∈ Y then from the proof of Lemma 3.2, we know that if f 1 , f 2 satisfies (1.1) then K < m(t 0 ). In that case if 0 < K < m(t 0 ) then corresponding to (u, v), ϕ ′ (t) = 0 has exactly two roots t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 < t 0 < t 2 , t 1 (u, v) ∈ N + and t 2 (u, v) ∈ N − . Since
Since t 1 is point of local minimum of ϕ(t), t 1 > 0 and lim t→0 + ϕ(t) = 0, we get ϕ(t 1 ) < 0.
Now we prove that Υ − > 0. From (3.1), we know that L ≤ C 2 (u, v) 2q . This implies that there exists a constant C 3 > 0 which is independent of (u, v) such that
Now using this and the given hypothesis we consider ϕ(t 0 ) corresponding to (u, v) as
which completes the proof.
Palais-Smale Analysis
In this section, we study the nature of minimizing sequences for the functional J. First we prove some lemmas which will assert the existence of Palais Smale sequence for the minimizer of J on N . The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3.2.
for all (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ B((0, 0), ǫ) where A 1 (w 1 , w 2 ) := u, w 1 + R n a 1 (x)|u| p−2 uw 1 , A 2 (w 1 , w 2 ) := v, w 2 + R n a 2 (x)|v| p−2 vw 2 and R(w 1 , w 2 ) :=2α
Proof. Fixing a function (u, v) ∈ N , we define the map F : R × Y → R as follows
It is easy to see that F is differentiable. Since F (1, (0, 0)) = (J ′ (u, v), (u, v)) = 0 and 
This implies
Since ℑ(w 1 , w 2 ) > 0 we get ℑ(w 1 , w 2 )((u, v) − (w 1 , w 2 )) ∈ N whenever (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ B((0, 0), ǫ). Finally (4.15) can be obtained by differentiating F ((w 1 , w 2 ), ℑ(w 1 , w 2 )) = 0 with respect to (w 1 , w 2 ). Let us define Υ := inf
Proof. Let (û,v) ∈ Y be the unique solution to the equations given below
So, since f 1 , f 2 = 0
Then by Lemma 3.2, we know that there exist t 1 > 0 such that t 1 (û,v) ∈ N + . Consequently
Taking C 1 = t p 1 (û,v) p we get the result. We recall the following Lemma.
Theorem 4.3 [45]
Let 0 < θ < n, 1 < r < m < ∞ and
where C > 0 is a constant.
This implies that the Reisz potential defines a linear and continuous map from
, where r, m are defined in above theorem.
Lemma 4.4 For
Proof. Let us define the functional T : Y → R as
This implies
where S q,i denotes the best constant for the embedding Y ֒→ L q (R n ), i = 1, 2. Since
T is weakly lower semicontinuous. Consider
Since 2nq 2n−µ < p * s , using Lemma 2.5 we have
and thus, using Theorem 4.3 we have
From (4.3), (4.4) and using Hölder's inequality in (4.2), we get
Similarly, we get
which implies that
Thus using (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we get lim
Therefore Q is weakly sequentially closed subset of Y . Since Y forms a reflexive Banach space, there exists (
Furthermore, it is obvious that if f 1 , f 2 satisfies (1.1), then δ ≥ T (u 0 , v 0 ) > 0. This establishes the result. For (u, v) ∈ Y \ {(0, 0)}, we set
Corollary 4.5 For any ρ > 0, inf
This implies for any ρ > 0, inf
G(u, v) ≥ ρδ which completes the proof.
In the next result, we show the existence of P.-S. sequence for Υ.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, we already know that J is bounded from below on N . So by Ekeland's Variational principle we get a sequence
(4.8)
By taking k > 0 large enough we have
This alongwith Lemma 4.2 gives
Using definition of J, (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10), we get
This implies {(u k , v k )} is bounded. Now we claim that inf k (u k , v k ) ≥ η > 0, for some constant η. Suppose not, then, upto a subsequence, (u k , v k ) → 0 as k → ∞. This implies J(u k , v k ) → 0 as k → ∞, using (4.11) which is a contradiction to first assertion. So there exist constants
Now we aim to show that
(4.13)
We observe that
Dividing (4.13) by ρ and passing to the limit as ρ → 0 we derive
From (4.15) and (4.13) we say that there exist a constant C 2 > 0 such that
From (4.13) and (4.14), it follows that there exist a constant
and (4.14) gives
Altogether using all these along with Corollary 4.5 we obtain 0 < δd
which is a contradiction. This proves the claim. Therefore we conclude that
which proves our Lemma.
15) for all (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ B((0, 0), ǫ) where A 1 (w 1 , w 2 ) := u, w 1 + R n a 1 (x)|u| p−2 uw 1 , A 2 (w 1 , w 2 ) := v, w 2 + R n a 2 (x)|v| p−2 vw 2 and R(w 1 , w 2 ) :=2α
Proof. Fix (u, v) ∈ N − \ {(0, 0)}, then obviously (u, v) ∈ N \ {(0, 0)}. Now arguing similarly as Lemma 4.1, we obtain the existence of ǫ > 0 and a differentiable function
Since I ′ and ℑ − are both continuous, they will not change sign in a sufficiently small neighborhood. So if we take ǫ > 0 small enough then
which proves the Lemma.
Proof. We note that N − is closed, by Lemma 3.3. Thus by Ekeland's variational principle we obtain a sequence {(û m ,v m )} in N − such that
By coercivity of J, {û m ,v m } forms a bounded sequence in Y . Then using Lemma 4.7 and following the proof of Proposition 4.6 we conclude the result. Our next result shows that J satisfies the (P S) c condition i.e. the Palais Smale condition for any c ∈ R. 16) for some c ∈ R then {(u k , v k )} has a convergent subsequence.
Proof. Let {(u k , v k )} be a sequence in Y satisfying (4.16) . Using the same arguments as in Lemma 4.6(see (4.11)), we can show that {(u k , v k )} is bounded. Since Y is reflexive Banach space, there exists a (u, v) ∈ Y such that, upto a subsequence, Since q ∈ (q l , q u ), p < 2nq 2n−µ < p * s . So using Proposition 2.1, we get
Similarly, we can get
and Using the hypothesis on f 1 , f 2 and Hölder's inequality, we can get 
On a similar note, since J ′ (u, v) = 0, we get
Also, proceeding similarly as in (4.18)-(4.21), we get
Finally, (4.22) and (4.23) implies that
which proves our claim and consequently ends the proof.
5 Existence of minimizers in N + and N
−
In this section, we show that the minimums are achieved for Υ and Υ − .
Then Υ is achieved at a point (u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ N which is weak solution for (P ).
Proof. From Proposition 4.6, we know that there exists a sequence (
which implies that (u 0 , v 0 ) is the minimizer for J over N .
Proof. Since (5.1) holds, using Lemma 3.2 we get that there exists t 1 , t 2 > 0 such that (u 1 , v 1 ) := (t 1 u 0 , t 1 v 0 ) ∈ N + and (t 2 u 0 , t 2 v 0 ) ∈ N − . We claim that t 1 = 1 i.e. (u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ N + . If t 1 < 1 then t 2 = 1 which implies (u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ N − . Now J(t 1 u 0 , t 1 v 0 ) ≤ J(u 0 , v 0 ) = Υ which is a contradiction to (t 1 u 0 , t 1 v 0 ) ∈ N + . To show that (u 0 , v 0 ) is also a local minimum for J in Y , we first notice that for each (u, v which implies that we can always take u 0 , v 0 ≥ 0 while considering the weak solution (u 0 , v 0 ) for (P ). Next we prove that the infimum Υ − is achieved and the minimizer is another weak solution to problem (P ). Therefore it remains true to consider u 1 , v 1 ≥ 0 while considering the weak solution (u 1 , v 1 ) in case f 1 , f 2 ≥ 0.
